Applications

TOY INDUSTRY

Pad printing and laser marking
TAMPOPRINT AG is a well-established partner for the European brand manufacturers in the toy industry. Our automations are in use 24h a day.

As a long-time partner of many well-known companies and their suppliers we have developed a very high know-how in this industrial sector. Our high quality fully automatic systems are printing millions of all kinds of toy parts every day.

Our pad printing and laser marking automatic machines meet the highest quality requirements when used in multi-shift operation with high throughput speed. As far as special solutions are concerned, our project management has many years of experience also in this field.

Highest precision of the print image registration on convex, round or flat parts using the pad printing process, one to multicolor, in colorful micro printing are a matter of course and meet the high standards of modern industrial products. Process monitoring using camera systems will secure the quality of your production.

Whether smallest toy parts, difficult shape formings or large-sized toy parts, smallest eyes or colorful areas, TAMPOPRINT has the suitable automation as well as pads and printing inks tested by LGA (test-institute based in Germany) for you.

Machine construction – simply “Made in Germany”.
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Automation
MODULE ONE S
2-color printing

Automation
MAP
Variable loading
Applications

For a colorful children’s world.
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Printing units with jigs and parts

Jig with part
1-color printing

Automation 6-color
with RAPID 2000/60-3

Automation 5-color
MODULE ONE M
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12x RAPID 2000/1
Linear Automation

Automated 12-color
with RAPID 2000/1

Jig with slotted link mechanism
for printing on both sides of toys

Automation 4-color
with HERMETIC 13-12 universal
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